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Abstract 25 

Under global warming, precipitation over East Asia and the Western United States is 26 

projected to increase, though associated uncertainties are large. We argue that these 27 

precipitation enhancements are partly due to teleconnection from the Southern Ocean, which 28 

absorbs anthropogenic heat and gradually releases it with a delay. Based on climate model 29 

experiments, we show that the delayed Southern Ocean warming contributes to the tropical 30 

Pacific warming, enhancing precipitation during summer in East Asia and winter in the 31 

Western United States. An El Niño-like atmospheric teleconnection links the Southern Ocean 32 

warming to the Northern Hemisphere regional precipitation increases. Southern Hemisphere 33 

low clouds are a key regulator of this teleconnection, partly explaining the projected 34 

uncertainty of the regional precipitation. The documented teleconnection has practical 35 

implications: even if climate mitigation reduces carbon dioxide levels, the delayed Southern 36 

Ocean warming will sustain a wetter East Asia and Western United States for decades to 37 

centuries. 38 
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Main text 51 

Effective adaptation to climate change hinges on accurate regional precipitation projections. 52 

This is particularly true for East Asia and the Western United States, regions with substantial 53 

precipitation variability and associated socio-economic impacts1–3. State-of-the-art climate 54 

models, however, show a high uncertainty of future precipitation changes in these regions4. 55 

The factor contributing to this uncertainty is inter-model differences in sea surface 56 

temperature (SST) projections over the tropical Pacific, reflecting an El Niño-like 57 

atmospheric teleconnections5–9. Climate models projecting a stronger El Niño-like warming 58 

pattern – stronger warming in the eastern equatorial Pacific compared to the western part – 59 

tend to exhibit a more pronounced precipitation increase in summer over East Asia10 and 60 

winter over Western united States11,12.  61 

However, the underlying drivers of projection uncertainty in the tropical Pacific SST, and 62 

thus the regional precipitation, remain elusive. A key insight emerges from the common slow 63 

timescale shared by the tropical Pacific SST and regional precipitation responses. When CO2 64 

concentration is abruptly quadrupled in climate models, the eastern equatorial Pacific 65 

warming is initially muted but gradually evolves to an El Niño-like warming pattern13,14 66 

(Extended Data Fig. 1d). The regional precipitation over East Asia and Western United States 67 

also slowly increases following the slow timescale of the El Niño-like warming15 (Extended 68 

Data Fig. 1e,f). Notably, the slowly emerging processes are the primary contributors to the 69 

multi-model mean and inter-model spread of the long-term responses (Extended Data Fig. 70 

1g-i). This raises a critical question: What process in the slow timescale governs the 71 

uncertainty of the tropical Pacific warming and, consequently, the regional precipitation 72 

enhancements? 73 

Building on these insights, we hypothesize that delayed warming of the Southern Ocean (SO) 74 

is a key slow process. Initially, ocean circulation over the SO mitigates SST warming by 75 

absorbing heat into the deep ocean. This ocean heat uptake gradually slows down and 76 

manifests as the delayed SO warming16. Meanwhile, the anomalous SO warming causes the 77 

tropical Pacific to warm particularly in the eastern basin, inducing the El Niño-like warming 78 

pattern, as revealed by recent idealized model experiments17–20. Here, through a series of 79 

climate model experiments, we demonstrate that the El Niño-like warming is partly 80 

attributable to the delayed SO warming. This SO warming, in turn, increases precipitation 81 

during summer in East Asia and winter in the Western United States, in both cases through El 82 



Niño-like atmospheric teleconnections. We show that the Southern Hemisphere low cloud 83 

feedback modulates the entire teleconnection from the SO, partially explaining the inter-84 

model spread of the regional precipitation projections over East Asia and the Western Unites 85 

States. 86 

 87 

1.  Tracing tropical Pacific warming back to the delayed Southern Ocean warming 88 

The teleconnection from the delayed SO warming emerges in the slow response. In this study, 89 

we define the slow response as the difference between the last and the first 30 years of the 90 

150-year CMIP6 abrupt4xCO2 simulation, in which CO2 is abruptly quadrupled from pre-91 

industrial levels21 (Methods). In this section, we will focus on the remote impact the delayed 92 

SO warming has on the tropical Pacific SST, before investigating the impact on regional 93 

precipitation. The key cause of the inter-model differences in this entire teleconnection, the 94 

Southern Hemisphere low cloud feedback, will be introduced as well. 95 

First, in the CMIP6 slow response of the SST, the warming is pronounced between 60°S-40°S, 96 

indicating the delayed SO warming (Fig. 1a). This is because the SO initially absorbs heat 97 

from the atmosphere but gradually releases it around 45 ° S (Supplementary Fig. 1). 98 

Meanwhile, the tropical Pacific warms with a triangular shape from the South Pacific (purple 99 

triangle in Fig. 1a), corresponding to the El Niño-like warming (Fig. 1e). To isolate the effect 100 

of the delayed SO warming, we conduct a numerical experiment with the CESM1-CAM4 101 

fully coupled model, wherein a regional thermal forcing is applied between 40°S-60°S 102 

(Methods). The prescribed SO heating induces a response that resembles the CMIP6 slow 103 

response (compare Fig. 1b to 1a), with a high pattern correlation, 0.76 over the tropical 104 

Pacific between 30°S-30°N and 120°E-300°E. This resemblance implies that the tropical 105 

Pacific SST pattern of the slow response is contributed by the delayed SO warming.  106 

The SO-driven teleconnection mechanism involves a tight coupling between the large-scale 107 

atmospheric circulation, coastal upwelling, and cloud radiative feedback17–19,22–26. In 108 

particular, the subtropical low cloud feedback is a key determinant of the teleconnection 109 

efficiency across different climate models, as a positive low cloud feedback amplifies the 110 

SST response in the subtropical Southeast Pacific and facilitates the equatorward propagation 111 

of the SST response18,19. Assuming the low cloud feedback’s crucial role in regulating the 112 

teleconnections from the delayed SO warming, we examine whether the different low cloud 113 



feedback across models can explain the inter-model spread in the CMIP6 slow response. We 114 

first quantify the Southern Hemisphere low cloud feedback (CFSH) as the sensitivity of SW 115 

cloud radiative effect to underlying SSTs averaged over the Southern Hemisphere regions 116 

with climatological low clouds27, indicated by black boxes in Fig. 1c (Methods; 117 

Supplementary Fig. 2). Then, we regress the CMIP6 slow response against the CFSH across 118 

different climate models (Fig. 1c). The regression map of the slow SST response suggests that 119 

the models with a stronger CFSH exhibit a more enhanced triangular warming (purple triangle 120 

in Fig. 1a), with a significant inter-model correlation of 0.74 (Fig. 1f). 121 

We further quantify the role of CFSH from a regional cloud locking experiment. The 122 

abrupt4xCO2 simulation with the default CESM1-CAM5 is compared with a simulation 123 

wherein the cloud radiative feedbacks are disabled regionally over the climatological low 124 

cloud regions in the Southern Hemisphere (Supplementary Fig. 3; Methods). The differences 125 

of the slow response between the cloud-interactive and regional cloud-locked configurations 126 

represent the impact of CFSH (Fig. 1d). It is evident that the CFSH enhances the SO-driven 127 

teleconnection, as suggested by the similarity with the inter-model regression map (compare 128 

Fig. 1d to 1c). Indeed, the triangular warming and the El Niño-like warming are amplified 129 

with the interactive CFSH relative to the cloud-locked experiments (green rectangles in Fig 130 

1e). Put together, the Southern Hemisphere low cloud feedback modulates the SO-driven 131 

teleconnection, thereby regulating the slow response of the tropical Pacific SST pattern. 132 

 133 

2. Remote impact on East Asian precipitation 134 

The delayed SO warming further contributes to the slow precipitation increases in East Asia 135 

and the Western United States, via tropical SST anomalies and subsequent El Niño-like 136 

teleconnections. The Southern Hemisphere low cloud feedback, by modulating these 137 

teleconnections, contributes to the uncertainty in projections of precipitation at regional 138 

scales. In this section, we first focus on the precipitation over East Asia (EA; 25°N-40°N and 139 

110°E-145°E) during the boreal summer months of June, July, and August (JJA). 140 

The EA summer precipitation increases in both the CMIP6 slow response and the response to 141 

the SO warming alone (green boxes in Fig. 2a,b). Thus, the slow increase in the EA summer 142 

precipitation can be partly attributed to the delayed SO warming. In addition, the Southern 143 

Hemisphere low cloud feedback acts to amplify the EA precipitation increase, as confirmed 144 



by its inter-model regression onto the CFSH (Fig. 2c) and the regional cloud locking 145 

experiment (Fig. 2d). Therefore, uncertainty in the Southern Hemisphere low cloud feedback 146 

will affect the EA summer precipitation. 147 

An El Niño-like teleconnection provides the mechanism for this precipitation response. It has 148 

been previously shown that the equatorial Pacific warming enhances the EA summer 149 

precipitation via shifting the Asian jet southward, as in a typical El Niño year6,9,28,29. The 150 

mechanisms are described hereafter. First, the equatorial warming, driven by the delayed SO 151 

warming, leads to tropical upper-level warming following the moist adiabat (Fig. 3a). The 152 

resultant southward shift in the maximum meridional temperature gradient leads to the 153 

southward displacement of the Asian summer jet28 (Fig. 3b). Indeed, the Asian jet shifts 154 

southward as warming from the SO increases (gray contours in Fig. 2a-d). The EA summer 155 

moistening is tightly linked to this southward jet shift among climate models (Fig. 2f). The 156 

tropical Pacific warming regulates the extent to which the Asian jet shifts southward (Fig. 2e), 157 

eventually modulating the EA summer precipitation (Fig. 2g). The EA summer precipitation 158 

enhancement is hence influenced by the tropical Pacific warming, which is in turn shaped by 159 

the delayed SO warming and the Southern Hemisphere low cloud feedback. Indeed, the entire 160 

teleconnection is modulated by the CFSH within the cloud locking experiment (green 161 

rectangles in Fig. 2e-g).  162 

We further reveal the dynamics of how the southward jet shift enhances EA summer 163 

precipitation. As the Asian jet shifts southward, the atmospheric column it passes through 164 

becomes shallower due to the elevated topography (Fig. 3b). Potential vorticity conservation 165 

implies a reduction in relative vorticity30, and the subsequent anticyclonic flow triggered 166 

along the topography entails northerly wind downstream of the Tibetan Plateau29 (Fig. 3c). 167 

Northerly anomalies result in moisture convergence within EA and thereby lead to the 168 

precipitation increase6. In addition, the southward shifted jet favors warm advection to EA in 169 

the mid-troposphere, as after the jet shift, the westerlies blow from the climatologically 170 

warmer regions over the Tibetan Plateau31 (Fig. 3d). To balance the mid-tropospheric energy 171 

budget, the enhanced warm advection requires compensatory adiabatic cooling by anomalous 172 

upward motion (Supplementary Fig. 4). The anomalous upward motion enhances EA 173 

precipitation32,33. 174 

The aforementioned dynamics in the CMIP6 slow response can be consistently identified in 175 

the SO warming experiment as well (compare Fig. 3 to Extended Data Fig. 2). That is, the 176 



delayed SO warming causes the tropical Pacific warming, shifting the Asian jet southward, 177 

resulting in the anomalous northerly and mid-tropospheric warm advection east of the Tibetan 178 

Plateau, thereby increasing the EA precipitation. This teleconnection mechanism is stronger 179 

in climate models with stronger CFSH (Extended Data Fig. 3). In addition, the interactive 180 

CFSH amplifies the teleconnection mechanism, demonstrated by the cloud locking experiment 181 

(Extended Data Fig. 4). Therefore, the Southern Hemisphere low cloud feedback is partly 182 

responsible for the projection uncertainty in the EA summer moistening via an El Niño-like 183 

teleconnection. 184 

 185 

3. Remote impact on precipitation around the United States 186 

We now examine the slow CO2-forced precipitation response in the Western United States 187 

(WUS; 30°N-45°N, 215°E-245°E) during the boreal winter months (December, January, 188 

February). The WUS precipitation increases in the CMIP6 slow response as well as in the SO 189 

warming experiment (green rectangles in Fig. 4a,b). In addition, the models with the stronger 190 

CFSH exhibits more pronounced increase in the WUS precipitation (Fig. 4c). Consistently, the 191 

WUS precipitation increase is enhanced with the active CFSH, implied by the cloud locking 192 

experiment (Fig. 4d). Hence, the slow increase in the WUS winter precipitation is attributed 193 

to the delayed SO warming and regulated by the Southern Hemisphere low cloud feedback. 194 

Much like the EA precipitation enhancement, the WUS wetting is partly induced by an El 195 

Niño-like teleconnection, starting from the delayed SO warming. Previous research revealed 196 

that tropical Pacific warming induces low geopotential height anomalies reminiscent of the 197 

Pacific/North America pattern via Rossby wave responses, thereby enhancing winter 198 

precipitation over the WUS5,11. Indeed, in response to the amplified warming from the SO, 199 

the 200hPa geopotential height anomalies exhibit minima over the northeastern Pacific (gray 200 

contours in Fig. 4a-d), which resemble the Rossby wave responses in a typical El Niño year34. 201 

Models with stronger tropical Pacific warmings tend to have lower height anomalies (Fig. 4e), 202 

which further regulate the WUS precipitation response among models (Fig. 4f). As a result, 203 

the tropical Pacific warming influences the extent to which the WUS precipitation increases 204 

(Fig. 4g). The CFSH mediates the strength of the tropical Pacific warming and hence 205 

modulates the entire teleconnection, as shown by the cloud locking experiment (green 206 

rectangles in Fig. 4e-g) 207 



The dynamical mechanism by which the low height anomaly over the northeastern Pacific 208 

enhances the WUS precipitation is consistent with previous studies5,35,36. First, the low height 209 

anomaly formed by the Rossby wave response is barotropic and hence induces near-surface 210 

cyclonic flow over the northeastern Pacific (Fig. 5a). The cyclonic flow generates 211 

southwesterly winds directed towards the WUS, which in turn supply moisture and enhance 212 

precipitation. Second, the low height anomaly in the northeastern Pacific corresponds to the 213 

eastward extension of the Pacific jet, which would otherwise be concentrated in the western 214 

Pacific (Fig. 5b). Given that climatological storm track activity decreases from the Pacific to 215 

the WUS35, this eastward jet extension steers more storms towards the WUS, thereby 216 

enhancing precipitation36.  217 

The dynamic mechanisms behind the WUS moistening are similar between the CMIP6 slow 218 

response and the SO warming experiment (Fig. 5a-d). The delayed SO warming induces a 219 

tropical Pacific warming, triggering a low geopotential height anomaly over the northeastern 220 

Pacific, increasing moisture supply and changing the storm track, thereby intensifying the 221 

precipitation over the WUS. The Southern Hemisphere low cloud feedback amplifies these 222 

dynamic changes, as demonstrated by the inter-model regression and the cloud locking 223 

experiment (Fig. 5e-h). Likewise, this El Niño-like teleconnection propagates the uncertainty 224 

of the diverging CFSH among models to the WUS winter precipitation. 225 

The slow precipitation increase in the Southeastern United States (SEUS) is also partly 226 

explained by the SO-driven teleconnection. The SEUS precipitation during winter increases 227 

with the warming from the SO (green parallelograms in Fig. 4a-d). The tropical Pacific 228 

warming induces low height anomalies over the SEUS (gray contours in Fig. 4a-d), thereby 229 

increasing the SEUS rainfall as in El Niño years37. This El Niño-like teleconnection is further 230 

confirmed by the inter-model correlation between the tropical Pacific warming, low-height 231 

anomaly, and the SEUS precipitation increase (Extended Data Fig. 5). The CFSH amplifies the 232 

circulation response favorable for a wetter SEUS, as shown by the inter-model regression and 233 

the cloud locking experiment (Fig. 5e-h). Therefore, the Southern Hemisphere low cloud 234 

feedback is partly responsible for the projection uncertainty in the SEUS precipitation as well. 235 

Our analysis concentrated on the slow climate response to abrupt CO2 quadrupling, 236 

specifically the gradual evolution of the tropical Pacific warming and related changes in 237 

regional precipitation. These slow responses dominate the long-term responses in the same 238 

scenario, as shown in Extended Data Fig. 1. Consistently, the Southern Hemisphere low 239 



cloud feedback explains the projection uncertainties not only for the slow responses but also 240 

for the long-term responses (Extended Data Fig. 6). While the inter-model correlation is 241 

dominated by four CESM2 variant models, the cloud locking experiment aligns with the 242 

inter-model relationship (compare black regression lines and green dashed lines in Extended 243 

Data Fig. 6). Given that the cloud locking experiment provides actual causal evidence, 244 

whereas the inter-model correlation does not, we argue that the CFSH is partly responsible for 245 

the inter-model spread, even amidst the non-robust inter-model correlation. Thus, under the 246 

scenario with CO2 enhancements, the misrepresentation of low clouds in the Southern 247 

Hemisphere will contribute to the projection uncertainties of tropical SSTs and regional 248 

precipitation changes over EA, WUS, and SEUS. 249 

 250 

Discussion 251 

Here, we reveal a teleconnection in which the delayed SO warming expected under 252 

anthropogenic climate change contributes to tropical Pacific warming, thereby enhancing 253 

regional precipitation over East Asia, the Western Unites States, and the Southeastern United 254 

States. The Southern Hemisphere low cloud feedback regulates the strength of the SO-driven 255 

teleconnection and partly explains the inter-model uncertainties of the regional precipitation 256 

projections. In fact, the highly model-dependent feedback from the Southern Hemisphere low 257 

clouds has been identified as a major source of uncertainty in global mean temperature 258 

increase and thus climate sensitivity38–40. Therefore, recent field campaigns focusing on the 259 

Southern Hemisphere low cloud41,42 will prove valuable to improve not only climate 260 

sensitivity estimates but also regional precipitation projections. 261 

In response to global warming, the slow teleconnections we describe here occur on centennial 262 

timescales as the SO slowly absorbs and releases heat, implying less impact on the near-263 

future transient climate. However, the teleconnection impact will be more evident as humans 264 

reduce GHGs; the SO warming will persist while other regions will cool or equilibrate faster 265 

due to the differing heat capacities43. Indeed, in recent climate model experiments in which 266 

CO2 is removed after transient quadrupling, the SO warming becomes pronounced when CO2 267 

is removed (Fig. 6c-d). The SO warming sustains the enhanced tropical Pacific warming, 268 

inducing dynamical changes identical to this study, thereby sustaining precipitation increase 269 

over the East Asia, Western United States, and the Southeastern United States (Fig. 6e-h). 270 



This sustained warming and wetting is consistent with recent studies with similar model 271 

experiments44,45. Eventually, long-term adaptation policies need to reflect these regional 272 

climate changes induced by the SO warming, which will remain even with CO2 reductions. 273 

Generally, there is growing evidence indicating that the SO is a global climate pacemaker in 274 

recent trends, producing remote impacts such as those highlighted in this study46–48. 275 

Specifically, in the process of developing decadal climate predictions, higher spatial 276 

resolution was shown to improve the prediction skill of surface temperature over the SO. This 277 

SO skill improvement extends to a better hindcast of the tropical Pacific SST as well as the 278 

WUS and SEUS precipitation during winter48. Therefore, an accurate representation of recent 279 

SO cooling trends may play a crucial role in resolving model-observation discrepancies of the 280 

recent tropical Pacific cooling as well as the WUS drying. The mechanisms revealed in this 281 

study lend further support to this hypothesis. These cumulative findings could help alleviate 282 

model errors in simulating recent regional precipitation trends and enable more trustworthy 283 

future projections. 284 

 285 

 286 

 287 

 288 

 289 

 290 

 291 

 292 

 293 

 294 

 295 

 296 



Methods 297 

CMIP analysis 298 

We use monthly-mean outputs of two fully-coupled CMIP621 experiments: piControl and 299 

abrupt4xCO2. piControl mimics the climate with pre-industrial CO2 concentration (280ppm) 300 

and abrupt4xCO2 simulates the climate with quadrupled CO2. We calculate the total response 301 

to CO2 quadrupling as the difference between the last 30 years of abrupt4xCO2 and the last 302 

100 years of piControl. We calculate the slow response as the last minus first 30 years of 303 

abrupt4xCO2, in which the effect of ocean dynamics and slowly evolving SSTs dominate. 304 

While previous studies used the first 10 years to capture the slow evolution of the SST, here 305 

we use the first 30 years to minimize the high internal variability in regional precipitation. 306 

We mainly focus on the slow response since the delayed SO heat release becomes evident 307 

only on this slow timescale (Supplementary Fig. 1b). All CMIP6 data are interpolated to 308 

1°x1° horizontal resolution and one ensemble per model is used for the analysis. A total of 35 309 

models are selected based on their data availability (model lists are provided in 310 

Supplementary Table 1). 311 

 312 

The SO warming experiment using CESM1-CAM4 313 

To confirm the SO-driven teleconnection impact, a SO warming experiment is conducted 314 

using the fully coupled CESM1-CAM449. We first equilibrate to the pre-industrial climate 315 

and then add the SO warming. The target warming is added to the longwave heat flux term in 316 

the ocean coupler code. We add a sinusoidal heat flux between 40°S-60°S, with a maximum 317 

of 20 W m-2. The averaged difference between the last 50 years of forced climate and last 100 318 

years of pre-industrial climate is analyzed. The imposed heat flux is eventually released 319 

toward the atmosphere (dashed-dotted blue line in Supplementary Fig.1b), affecting the 320 

global climate through teleconnections. Note that the tropical Pacific response in this 321 

experiment is weaker than those in the CMIP6 slow response, even if the forcing magnitude 322 

is larger (Fig. 1a,b). The weaker response can be attributed to the too low stratocumulus 323 

cloud feedback strength in CESM1-CAM418, which would dampen the teleconnection impact 324 

in this particular model relative to most CMIP models. 325 



 326 

Estimating Southern Hemisphere low cloud feedback 327 

In this study, we aim to find the cause of the inter-model spread in the SW cloud radiative 328 

effect (SWCRE) responses over the Southern Hemisphere low cloud regions. We decompose 329 

the SWCRE response as the product of the forced SST response and the SWCRE sensitivity 330 

to SST, a relationship that holds particularly for the low cloud regions19,39. The SWCRE 331 

sensitivity at each grid point is the estimated strength of the local SW cloud feedback, which 332 

would be intrinsic to model’s parameterizations.  333 

We calculate the local SW cloud feedback strength by regressing the monthly SWCRE at 334 

Top-Of-Atmosphere (TOA) onto the monthly SST at each model grid point, using the de-335 

seasonalized and de-trended deviations of 100-year piControl simulations. Then, the local 336 

SW cloud feedback is averaged over the Southern Hemisphere low cloud regions, where the 337 

inter-model correlation between the SWCRE changes and the tropical Pacific triangular 338 

warming is large (green and blue boxes in Supplementary Fig. 2a,b). The averaged feedback 339 

is what we refer to as the Southern Hemisphere low cloud feedback (CFSH). This low cloud 340 

feedback can explain the inter-model spread of SWCRE changes both in the subtropical and 341 

SO domains even without considering the SST changes (Supplementary Fig. 2d-e). This 342 

indicates that the difference in low cloud parameterization is the dominant cause of the inter-343 

model spread in the SWCRE responses. We estimate observational CFSH with the same 344 

method, using the CERES-EBAF50 for SWCRE and OISSTv551 for SST from March 2000 to 345 

February 2020. 346 

Here, the Southern Hemisphere low cloud includes the cloud over the subtropics and SO, and 347 

the subtropical and SO cloud feedbacks are correlated among climate models (r=0.63; 348 

Supplementary Fig. 2c). In addition, note that we directly link the low cloud and SWCRE 349 

changes to the SST. In previous studies using cloud-controlling factor analysis, estimated 350 

inversion strength is another important factor for explaining SWCRE changes39,52,53. 351 

However, for the Southern Hemisphere low cloud regions, the anti-correlation between the 352 

inter-annual SST and estimated inversion strength is strong (not shown), hence the univariate 353 

regression with SST is sufficient to capture the inter-model spread of SWCRE responses. 354 

 355 



The CESM1-CAM5 regional cloud locking experiment 356 

To elucidate the role of CFSH, we conduct regional cloud locking experiments using the fully 357 

coupled CESM1-CAM554–56. First, the eight cloud parameters are extracted every 2 hours 358 

from a randomly chosen year of the equilibrated pre-industrial simulation. Then, in the 359 

regional cloud locking experiments, the 2-hourly cloud parameters are prescribed repetitively 360 

every year in the radiative transfer code for the target region. The target regions we focus on 361 

are the SO and off the west coast of all major Southern Hemisphere continents, where CFSH is 362 

defined. One abrupt4xCO2 simulation is integrated for 150 years with the interactive clouds 363 

and the locked clouds. The effect is that the SW cloud radiative forcing in interactive cloud 364 

experiment is muted in the regionally locked experiment (Supplementary Fig. 3). The 365 

difference between the interactive and locked cloud experiment elucidates the role of the 366 

CFSH; the slow response is used for the analysis as in CMIP. 367 

 368 

Tropical SST pattern and the geopotential height pattern 369 

The tropical SST pattern is calculated as the SST from which the tropical (20°S–20°N) mean 370 

has been subtracted. For the 200hPa and 850hPa geopotential height pattern, the deviation 371 

from the Northern Hemisphere (0°–40°N) average value is used to capture the circulation 372 

responses under global warming, following the previous study57. 373 

 374 

Asian jet shift 375 

The shift of the Asian summer jet is quantified as the change in meridional asymmetry of the 376 

200hPa zonal wind as follows. First, we take the 200hPa zonal wind during the summer (JJA) 377 

over the Asian continent (60°E–120°E). Next, we calculate the climatological Asian jet 378 

position as the latitude of the maximum zonally averaged zonal wind. To assess the 379 

meridional asymmetry of zonal wind (U200asy), the meridionally-averaged zonal wind 380 

between the climatological jet position and 20° south of the jet is subtracted from that 381 

between the climatological jet and 20° north of the jet. Negative changes in U200asy denote a 382 

southward shift in the Asian summer jet. 383 

 384 
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1 

Fig. 1| Southern Ocean-to-tropics teleconnection and role of the Southern Hemisphere 2 

low cloud feedback (CFSH). a-d, Annual mean SST from (a) multi-model mean CMIP6 slow 3 

response to CO2 quadrupling, (b) CESM1-CAM4 SO warming experiment, (c) inter-model 4 

regression of CMIP6 slow response onto the CFSH, and (d) CESM1-CAM5 regional cloud 5 

locking experiment. Note that tropical SST pattern (Methods) is used for the inter-model 6 

regression in (c) and the tropical mean SST is used as the center of color scale in (a,b,d). 7 

Stippling in (a) indicates where >70% of 35 models agree on the sign of pattern change. 8 

Unhatched shading in (b-d) indicates statistically significant signals at the 95% level using a t 9 

test. e, Tropical Pacific triangular warming versus equatorial Pacific SST gradient changes. The 10 

triangular warming is averaged over the purple triangle in (a), using the tropical SST pattern. 11 

The SST gradient is the difference of the west (80°E-150°E) minus east (210°E-280°E) near 12 

the equator (5°S-5°N). f, Relationship between the CFSH and the tropical Pacific triangular 13 

warming. Circles indicate CMIP6 slow response, color-coded from blue to red in ascending 14 

order of the CFSH. Black circle is multi-model mean and inter-model correlation is inserted as 15 

text. Empty (filled) green rectangle indicates CESM1-CAM5 experiment in which the clouds 16 

are regionally locked (globally interactive). 17 



18 

Fig. 2| Remote impact on the East Asia summer (JJA) precipitation. a-d, Precipitation 19 

(shading) and 200hPa zonal wind (contours) from (a) multi-model mean CMIP6 slow response, 20 

(b) CESM1-CAM4 SO warming experiment, (c) inter-model regression of CMIP6 slow 21 

response onto the CFSH, and (d) CESM1-CAM5 regional cloud locking experiment. The solid 22 

(dashed) gray contours represent positive (negative) anomalies (interval = 0.8 m s-1), where the 23 

thick line specifies zero. Stippled and unhatched regions indicate the statistical significance as 24 

in Figs. 1a-d. e-g, Relationship between (e) the tropical Pacific triangular warming and the 25 

Asian jet shift, (f) the Asian jet shift and the EA precipitation changes, and (g) the triangular 26 

warming and the EA precipitation changes. The Asian jet shift is measured by changes in 27 

meridional asymmetry of 200hPa zonal wind, in which negative sign indicates southward shift 28 

(Method). The EA precipitation is averaged over the green boxes in (a-d). Circle symbols are 29 

CMIP6 slow responses, black is multi-model mean. Orange triangles indicate the CESM1-30 

CAM4 SO warming experiment. The empty (filled) green rectangle indicates the CESM1-31 

CAM5 experiment in which the clouds are regionally locked (globally interactive).  32 



 33 

Fig. 3| The El Niño-like teleconnection to East Asia in multi-model mean CMIP6 slow 34 

response. a, Response in vertical temperature profile averaged over the Asian sector (60°E -35 

120°E). b, Response (shading) and climatology (contours; interval = 6 m s-1) of the vertical 36 

profile of zonal wind over the Asian sector (60°E-120°E). The solid (dashed) contours indicate 37 

westerly (easterly) winds. c, Vertical profile of meridional wind response (110°E-130°E). d, 38 

500hPa zonal wind changes (shading) and 500hPa temperature climatology (contours; interval 39 

= 2K from 265K). The thick green line in (c) indicates the latitudes of the target EA domain 40 

(green box in (d)), and the thick green lines in (d) denote longitudes east of Tibetan Plateau 41 

corresponding to (c). 42 
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50 

Fig. 4| Remote impact on the United States winter (DJF) precipitation. a-d, Precipitation 51 

(shading) and 200hPa geopotential height pattern (contours) from (a) the multi-model mean 52 

CMIP6 slow response, (b) the CESM1-CAM4 SO warming experiment, (c) the inter-model 53 

regression of CMIP6 slow response onto the CFSH, and (d) the CESM1-CAM5 regional cloud 54 

locking experiment. The geopotential height pattern is calculated by subtracting the Northern 55 

Hemisphere average (0° -40° N) from the original value (Methods). The solid (dashed) gray 56 

contours represent negative (positive) anomalies (interval = 10m). Stippled and unhatched 57 

regions indicate the statistical significance, as in Figs. 1a-d. Green rectangle (parallelogram) 58 

corresponds to the regions for the WUS (SEUS) precipitation enhancement. e-g, Relationship 59 

between (e) the tropical Pacific triangular warming and northeastern Pacific 200hPa 60 

geopotential height anomaly, (f) the height anomaly and WUS precipitation enhancement, and 61 

(g) the triangular warming and WUS precipitation enhancement. The height anomalies are 62 

averaged over the northeastern Pacific between 30°N–55°N and 185°E–235°E. The symbols in 63 

(e-g) follow those in Figs. 2e-g. 64 



65 

Fig. 5| The El Niño-like teleconnection to the Unites States. a,c,e,g, The 850hPa geopotential 66 

height pattern (shading) and 850hPa horizontal wind (vectors) from (a) the multi-model mean 67 

CMIP6 slow response, (c) the CESM1-CAM4 SO warming experiment, (e) the inter-model 68 

regression of CMIP6 slow response onto the CFSH, and (g) CESM1-CAM5 regional cloud 69 

locking experiment. The vectors are shown if either the zonal or meridional component has 70 

robust sign of changes or statistically significant, following the significance metrics in Figs. 71 

1a-d. b,d,f,h, same as a,c,e,g but for the changes (shading) and climatology (contours) of 72 

200hPa zonal wind. Only the positive contours larger than 12 m s-1 are shown; the contour 73 

interval is 8 m s-1. Green boxes indicate the Western and Southeastern United States, where 74 

precipitation increases.  75 

 76 



 77 

Fig. 6| Long-term persistent climate changes related to the Southern Ocean warming. a, 78 

Lists of CMIP6 models participating in the Carbon Dioxide Removal Model Intercomparison 79 

Project (CDRMIP)8. b, Transient CO2 quadrupling and subsequent reduction used as the 80 

forcing in CDRMIP. The long-term persisting climate changes are measured by the difference 81 

between years 191-230 and 51-90 when CO2 concentrations are identical. c,d, SST responses 82 

in (c) summer and (d) winter. e, Vertical profile of zonal wind changes in summer (shading) 83 

with corresponding climatology (contours; interval = 6 m s-1). f, Responses in 200hPa 84 

geopotential height pattern during winter. g,h, Precipitation responses in (g) summer and (h) 85 

winter. Stippling indicates where >6 of 8 models agree on the sign of change. Green boxes are 86 

regions with precipitation enhancements investigated here. 87 



 88 

Extended Data Fig. 1| Contribution of slow response to the total response in CMIP6 CO2 89 

quadrupling simulation. Total response is difference between last 30 years of abrupt4xCO2 90 

and last 100 years of pre-industrial control simulation, while slow response is difference 91 

between last 30 and first 10 years of abrupt4xCO2 simulation. Fast response is subtraction of 92 

the slow from the total response. a-c, Multi-model mean total response in (a) annual-mean SST, 93 

(b) summer precipitation, and (c) winter precipitation. d-f, Decadal averaged timeseries of the 94 

response in (d) equatorial Pacific SST gradient, precipitation over (e) East Asia and (f) the 95 

Western United States. The zonal SST gradient and regional precipitations are calculated over 96 

the black boxes in (a-c). Black lines represent multi-model mean and shading indicate ±1 inter-97 

model standard deviation. g-i, Total responses versus slow/fast responses for (g) equatorial 98 

Pacific SST gradient, precipitation over (h) East Asia and (i) the Western United States. For 99 

slow/fast response, inter-model correlation coefficients to the total response are inserted as text. 100 

Note that the definition of slow response–which uses first 10 years–is specific to this figure; in 101 

main analysis we use first 30 years to minimize the internal variability of the regional 102 

precipitation. 103 
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105 

Extended Data Fig. 2| The El Niño-like teleconnection to East Asia in the SO warming 106 

experiment. a-d, same to Fig. 3 but for the CESM1-CAM4 SO warming experiment. 107 

Unhatched regions indicate statistically significant responses at the 95% level using a t test, 108 

compared to the inter-annual variability in control climate. 109 
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122 

Extended Data Fig. 3| The El Niño-like teleconnection to East Asia for the CMIP6 inter-123 

model regression. a-d, same to Fig. 3 but for the inter-model regression of CMIP6 slow 124 

response onto the CFSH. Unhatched regions indicate statistically significant regression 125 

coefficients at the 95% level using a t test. 126 
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139 

Extended Data Fig. 4| The El Niño-like teleconnection to East Asia in the cloud locking 140 

experiment. a-d, same to Fig. 3 but for the CESM1-CAM5 regional cloud locking experiment. 141 

Unhatched regions indicate statistically significant responses at the 95% level using a t test, 142 

compared to the inter-annual variability in control climate. 143 
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 156 

Extended Data Fig. 5| The El Niño-like teleconnection to the Southeastern Unites States. 157 

a-c, Winter (DJF) averaged relationship between (a) the tropical Pacific triangular warming 158 

and the 200hPa geopotential height anomalies over the SEUS, (b) the height anomalies and the 159 

SEUS precipitation enhancements, and (c) the triangular warmings and the precipitation 160 

enhancements. The 200hPa geopotential height anomalies are averaged for the SEUS between 161 

25° –50° N and 260° –310° E. The SEUS precipitation is averaged over green parallelogram 162 

southeast of North America in Figs. 4a-d. 163 
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177 

Extended Data Fig. 6| The role of the Southern Hemisphere low cloud feedback (CFSH) 178 

on the future projection uncertainties. a-d, CFSH versus (a) the tropical Pacific triangular 179 

warming, the precipitation responses during the (b) EA summer, (c) WUS winter, and (d) SEUS 180 

winter. Circle (cross) symbols indicate CMIP6 slow (total) response. The inserted texts indicate 181 

inter-model correlation coefficients, where the values in parentheses are calculated after 182 

excluding four CESM2 variant models with the highest CFSH (Table S1). The symbols are 183 

color-coded from blue to red in ascending order of the CFSH. Black symbol indicates muti-184 

model mean and empty (filled) green rectangle indicates the CESM1-CAM5 experiment in 185 

which the clouds are regionally locked (globally interactive). The vertical black line indicates 186 

the observational estimate of CFSH (methods). Note that WUS winter is defined as November, 187 

December, January for CMIP6 slow response and as January, February, March for the cloud 188 

locking experiment, when each signal is maximized. 189 
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